ELCAN Specter® DR 1.5-6x dual role military tactical weapon sight is a dual-field-of-view (DFOV) sight providing target acquisition and long-range precision fire and suppression.

Benefits

- Uncompromised situational awareness:
- Switches instantly between magnifications
- Eye relief and bore sighting remain constant between magnifications
- Generous 70mm eye relief and wide viewing angle for rapid “both eyes open” target acquisition
- High efficiency broadband coatings and large exit pupil diameter for extended low light performance
- Shock protected precision optics for rugged, reliable performance
- Two sights in one and integrated lever-lock mount for optimum weight reduction

Overview

The ELCAN Specter® DR 1.5-6x dual role combat sight is a revolutionary optical design that combines the best of close and precision fire ranged combat features into a single, low profile dual-field-of-view (DFOV) sight.

The ELCAN Specter® DR 1.5-6x DFOV with its dual-role capability gives machine gun operators and designated marksmen a sweeping 1.5x view of the battlefield for target acquisition, then allows instant switching to 6x for accurate long-range precision fire and suppression.

Situational awareness in both magnifications is improved by wider viewing angles and unmatched light gathering capability in low light conditions. ELCAN Specter® 1.5-6x is available with 5.56, 7.62 or 50cal reticles.

Specifications

- Dimensions: 184 x 76 x 76 mm (7.25” x 3” x 3”)
- Weight: 700 g (1.54lb)
- Magnification: 1.5x, 6x
- Field-of-View: 16°, 4°
- Entrance Pupil: 42.4mm (1.67”)
- Exit Pupil: 7mm (0.275”)
- Eye Relief: 70mm (2.75”)
- Battery: DL 1/3N
- Reticle: Illuminated red dot with 5.56, 7.62 or .50 cal NATO ballistic drop reticle
- Mount Attach: 3 Picatinny rail compatible mounts available
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